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Abstract
We demonstrate the use of a focused ultraviolet laser as a track calibration source
in drift chambers, and specifically in a small time projection chamber (TPC). Drift
chambers such as TPCs reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles by amplifying
and collecting electrons produced by ionization of gas atoms with which the target
particle collides. The ultraviolet laser induces a two-photon ionization of gaseous
organic compounds along the beam, providing an artificially produced track which
may then be used as a calibration source, particularly because it behaves as a particle
of infinite momentum whose trajectory is straight in a magnetic field. To this end,
we present measurements of the ionization profile of the laser for various gasses and
model this ionization in terms of photon flux.
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Title: Professor, Department of Physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Time projection chambers (TPCs)[18] offer charged particle detection and trajectory
reconstruction in three dimensions. We demonstrate that a TPC may also reconstruct
the path of a focused ultraviolet laser, indicating that such a laser may be used as a
calibration or testing tool.
As described in Chapter 2, drift chambers such as the TPC reconstruct the tra-
jectories of charged particles by amplifying and collecting electrons produced by ion-
ization of gas atoms with which the target particle collides. The ultraviolet laser pro-
duces a two-photon ionization of gaseous organic impurities along the beam, providing
an artificially produced track. This laser technique offers three notable advantages
over a more traditional testing tool, such as a radioactive source. First, laser tracks
may be much longer, covering a larger portion of the instrumented region. Second,
the laser may be fired at precisely known and repeatable positions and inclinations,
so that accuracy measurements and calibrations may be performed. Finally, unlike
a charged particle, the laser track is perfectly straight in the presence of a magnetic
field. That is, the laser simulates an infinite momentum particle. Since drift chambers
are often used to measure deflection in a magnetic field (as a measurement of particle
momentum), this feature offers an invaluable calibration tool.
After developing optics to focus the beam in Chapter 3, we measure ionization
properties of several candidate gases in Chapter 4. Using a tube-style detector outfit-
ted with ultraviolet transparent windows, we measure the ionization profile produced
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by the laser in several gasses. These measurements are then compared against cross-
sections of the laser measured by sweeping a pyroelectric joulemeter through the
beam's profile.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we use the laser as a test source for the TPC. Having
established the usability of the laser to simulate charged particle trajectories, we use
a sequence of positioned pulses from the laser to measure the effective resolution of
the chamber.
Ultimately, we show that an ultraviolet laser may in fact be used to simulate the
trajectory of a charged particle for reconstruction by a drift chamber, providing a
controlled calibration source.
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Chapter 2
The Time Projection Chamber
The first time projection chamber (TPC) was conceived of by Nygren[18] in 1974
and installed in Stanford's PEP electron-positron collider. Since then, TPCs have
appeared in experiments at nearly every major accelerator facility. The ALEPH
and DELPHI experiments at CERN's Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider, for
instance, incorporate TPCs for track reconstructions as well as for energy loss mea-
surements.
TPCs reconstruct the path of charged particles in three dimensions-the small
TPC used here is primarily used to detect muons-but may similarly reconstruct the
path of an ultraviolet laser, as described in Chapter 3. STAR[12], at Brookhaven
National Laboratory's Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), and ALICE[17], at
CERN's Large Hadron Collider (LHC), will use TPCs for track reconstruction and
incorporate a laser calibration. At LHC, where proton energies up to 14TeV are
expected, the infinite momentum calibration provided by the laser will be crucial to
accurately measuring the small deviations due to the presence of magnetic fields. The
International Linear Collider (ILC), which will operate at energies up to 1TeV, is also
planned to incorporate a large volume TPC which will require resolution on the order
of 100lm[4].
15
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Figure 2-1: Side and top view schematic diagrams of the time projection chamber
(TPC), showing the path of the ultraviolet laser.
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Figure 2-2: A sample wire signal produced by an electron avalanche
2.1 Principles of Operation
As shown in Figure 2-1 a time projection chamber (TPC) is a drift chamber consisting
of a large gas-filled volume, an electric field cage, and sensing elements including a two
dimensional grid of cathode pads below an array of wires. Like all drift chambers,
a TPC detects the electrons which are produced as a charged particle ionizes gas
atoms along its path. These primary electrons drift along the electric field toward
the sensing elements. We define the electric field to point in the positive direction,
so that the sensing elements lie in the %-y plane.
In a general multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC), of which the TPC is one
example, the sensing element is an array of thin (on the order of 20pum diameter)
wires at high voltage. As primary electrons accelerate rapidly in the inhomogeneous
field close to the wire, they eventually obtain sufficient energy so that collisions with
gas atoms cause ionization. These secondary electrons also accelerate toward the
wire and produce still more electrons, eventually resulting in exponential growth in
the number of free electrons and positive ions. As this so-called "electron avalanche"
reaches the wire, the newly produced positive ions induce a negative mirror charge
on the wire. The effect on the wire's potential is large enough to be measured using
a high-pass filter to eliminate the DC high voltage component. A sample wire signal
is shown in Figure 2-2.
These signals may be recorded and passed through discriminators in order to
measure the time delay between signals on the various wires. Since the primary
electrons produced by the passage of a charged particle reach a terminal velocity very
quickly, they may be considered to move with a constant velocity which is a function
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of the electric and magnetic fields and the gas mixture in the chamber. (Note that
this assumption is only valid if the electric field in the drift volume is homogeneous.
The tiered design of the field cage is intended to ensure that this is true.) This drift
velocity, on the order of s, may be measured empirically as in MIT's Gas R&D
project[2] or calculated by a simulation program, such as Magboltz, based on such
empirical measurements. Using this velocity, the time delays between signal arrivals
may be mapped to distances orthogonal to the wire array, thereby reconstructing a
single dimension of the charged particle's trajectory.
To reconstruct additional dimensions, many MWPCs include several arrays of
wires at various angles and inclinations. The TPC takes a different approach: a
cathode pad plane. Electrons produced in the avalanche produce an effective mirror
charge on an array of metal pads located directly beneath the wires. The electron
avalanche induces a detectable charge on the pads. A moving charged particle leaves
a distribution of charge on the plane like that shown in Figure 2-8. This distribution
may be analyzed, as in Section 2.3 to reconstruct the projection of the particle's path
onto the x-y plane (that is, onto the same plane defined by the wire array). The third
dimension of the reconstruction (orthogonal to the wire array) is, as before, deduced
by timing the arrival of wire signals. (In fact, monitoring the wires is not strictly
necessary, as the time of arrival could also be measured using the pads themselves.)
Since the number of ionization electrons is proportional to the energy lost by the
charged particle (recalling that dE/dx is governed by the Bethe-Bloch equation[6])
and the average number of secondary electrons is proportional to the number of
primary electrons, both the signals on the wires and the charge deposition on the
pads should be proportional to the energy loss of the tracked particle. Thus, a TPC
(and more generally an MWPC) can be used to measure the particle's rate of energy
loss. Similarly, a TPC can be used to measure the curvature of the trajectory of a
charged particle in a magnetic field, revealing the particle's momentum.
Since a focused ultraviolet laser can produce ionization electrons (see Chapter
3), it may be used to produce simulated tracks in drift chambers. The laser has
the notable advantages of producing long tracks at precisely known positions and
18
Figure 2-3: Photograph of the TPC and readout electronics. Highlighted are the
TPC, the laser, and NIM and CAMAC crates, and the delay cables. Not shown is
the personal computer connected to the CAMAC crate.
orientations and of not deflecting in a magnetic field. Further, nearby tracks in a
drift chamber may interfere with each other as positive ions associated with one track
interact with free electrons associated with another. The laser offers relative ease
in producing multiple simultaneous tracks and testing the ability of the chamber to
reconstruct them[10][16].
2.2 The Test TPC
The TPC used for the experiments described here is shown in Figures 2-3, 2-4, and
2-5. Designed and built by Ulrich Becker and Vladamir Koutsenko, it has since been
used at MIT by Joshua Thompson[19] and Kasey Ensslin[7] as well as by the author.
The pad plane (in the ±-y plane) consists of a grid of 16 by 24 pads, each measuring
12mm wide by 6mm tall. Wires are strung 6mm above the pads along the y direction
and spaced 3mm apart so that four wires pass over each column of 24 pads. The
19
2-4: Photograph of the opened TPC
intended to ensure homogeneity.
showing the field cage. Note the tiered
Figure 2-5: Photograph of the opened TPC with the field cage removed, revealing
the wires and pad plane.
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onboard filters and amplifiers are such that wires are treated in pairs of adjacent
wires; two pairs pass over each pad column. The chamber also supports the insertion
of gas electron multipliers (GEMs), a new technology which may eliminate the need
for wires to provide electron amplification[7].
As shown in Figure 2-6, readout of the TPC is handled by NIM and CAMAC
crates and processed on a TPC running LabView and MatLab. FERA (Fast Encod-
ing and Recording Analog to Digital Converter) modules measure the analog voltages
produced by the onboard charge amplifiers connected to the pads. Seven FERAs,
each with 16 channels, instrument a 14 pad wide by 8 pad tall region of the pad
plane (slightly less than one-third of the full plane). TDC (Time to Digital Convert-
ers) are responsible for recording the wire timing delays. (More precisely, onboard
discriminators produce ECL pulses, which are converted to NIM pulses by a 4616
ECL-NIM-ECL converter module in the NIM crate. It is these NIM signals which are
monitored by the TDC.) Three TDCs, each with 8 channels, instrument 24 of the 32
wire pairs.
Both the FERAs and TDCs require a starting gate signal. This may be provided
by a chosen discriminated wire signal or by a scintillation detector (or a set of detectors
wired for coincidence), which signals the passage of a particle of interest, such as a
properly oriented muon. Because this starting signal may actually arrive too late to
properly trigger the TDCs, the wire signals are also passed through 90ns delay cables
before arriving at the TDCs.
The TPC has been modified to incorporate two ultraviolet transparent windows
located so that a laser passing from one to the other crosses over a large fraction of
the instrumented pad plane. As shown in Figure 2-1, the windows themselves are
also angled so as to minimize energy lost to reflections.
2.3 Path Reconstruction
We now consider the problem of reconstructing the three dimensional trajectory of a
charged particle passing through the TPC volume. We proceed first by reconstruct-
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ing the x-i projection using wire signal timing differences and then by separately
reconstructing the x-s projection using charge deposition on the pad plane. Example
reconstructed projections are presented in Figure 2-8.
The time of arrival (relative to the starting gate) of wire signals may be used to
extract an ±-z projection of the trajectory. From data obtained by the Drift Gas
R&D project at MIT[2], the electron drift velocities are known for a wide variety of
gasses in a range of electric fields. Examples of such data are presented in Figure
2-7. In Ar:CH4 90:10 with a nominal drift cage potential of 3.5kV, corresponding to
an electric field of 0.44 kv over the 8cm cage height, we find a drift velocity, vD(E),
of 3.6,. Using this known drift velocity, timing differences between wires map to
differences in drift distance. This is the time projection principle from which the
chamber gets its name. A simple linear fit is then sufficient to reconstruct the x-z
projection, as shown in Figure 2-8.
Note that this technique is only sufficient to determine relative coordinates or-
thogonal to the pad plane. To obtain absolute coordinates, a single reference point
is necessary. In the case of muons, for instance, scintillation detectors may be used
to trigger the starting gate, transforming the TPC readings into absolute drift times
from the arrival of the particle. For the laser, the relative coordinates are generally
anchored using a known entry elevation.
One may reconstruct the ±-y projection of the laser trajectory by calculating
median positions in each of the pad plane columns and fitting to a line, as was
done by Thompson[19]. In addition to treating the problem asymmetrically, this
method is also unable to correctly reconstruct trajectories which continue beyond
the instrumented region. The median position of each column can never leave the
instrumented region, so the fit will be skewed inwards.
Instead, one may model the charge distribution as a line of charge blurred by a
gaussian representing charge induction and transverse diffusion
q(x,y) c e()2 (2.1)
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Figure 2-7: Sample data obtained from the Drift Gas R&D project[2][14], showing
electron drift speeds in a) Ar:CH 4 90:10, b) Ar:CO 2 80:20, and c) Ar:CO 2 70:30 as a
function of electric field.
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Figure 2-8: Reconstructed i-z and -y projections of laser trajectory. In the x-z
projection, drift distances correspond to time delays between wire signals. In the
i-y projection, the yellow shaded region indicates the 14 x 8 pad region instrumented
with FERA modules and the areas of the red rectangles are proportional to the charge
deposited on each pad. The blue lines represent projections of the laser trajectory,
reconstructed using the methods in Section 2.3.
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where d is the distance from the point (x, y) to the trajectory defined by yo and ,
the intercept and azimuthal angle of the line
d = y - o - sin (2.2)
V1 + sin 2 (
Given a proposed trajectory in terms of the two parameters yo and 0 and an
estimate of the gaussian diffusion a, one may perform a numerical integration to
yield a predicted charge distribution on the pad plane. If pi,j and Pi,j represent the
predicted and actual readings on the pad in row i and column j then
Pi,j fpad q(x, y) dA (2.3)
The predicted and actual distributions may then be compared to yield a X2
2= E i _-_Pij_ (2.4)
instrumented )'
which may be minimized through a non-linear fit to the trajectory and diffusion
parameters. This technique is similar to that used with Carleton's TPCs[4]
This pad regression can be used, as by Thompson[19], to extract the diffusion
constant for the gas, calculating a as a function of the diffusion constant and elevation
above the pad plane (as determined from the wire data fit).
ar = f2pad (20'diffuaion) (2.5)
The black line in Figure 2-8 depicts an x-y projection reconstructed in this manner.
Notice that the charge distribution extends to the edge of the instrumented region
and presumably extends beyond it, yet the reconstruction is not skewed. It is also
evident that the spreading of the charge distribution is crucial to obtaining a good
fit; we will investigate the effective resolution of the chamber in Chapter 5.
Finally, combining the two projections yields a trajectory in three-dimensional
space, as shown in Figure 2-9. The actual coordinates of the laser's entry and exit
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may easily be measured to within 2mm and the reconstructed trajectory is consistent
with this direct measurement. Ideally, optics could be developed to precisely posi-
tion the laser at arbitrary known positions, so that the reconstructed path could be
compared to the calibration path. Here, we will instead demonstrate consistency of
reconstruction for identical laser pulses (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3
The Ultraviolet Laser
Since photons produced by the available ultraviolet laser are insufficiently energetic
to produce one-step ionizations, optical beam reduction is necessary to increase the
probability of multiple-photon ionizations. We explore the reasons for this focusing
requirement as well as the techniques used to achieve it. Much of the work presented
in this chapter is based on calculations performed by David Lee in the spring of
2005[13].
3.1 Two Photon Laser Ionization
The available laser is SpectraPhysics' VSL-337ND-S, a 337.lnm pulsed nitrogen laser.
(Technically, this is not a true laser but a superradiator.) Each pulse has a duration
of 4ns and an energy of 300pJ over a beam area of 25mm2. At an energy of 3.7eV, a
single photon is insufficient to produce ionizations, but two photon ionizations may
occur in the organic quenchers and impurities present in the gas. A photon may
cause the transition of a molecule to a metastable excited state at a rate proportional
to the photon flux, , and a cross-section, a,. This metastable excited state may
then transition back to the unexcited state either due to a second photon (the cross-
section for this is again ae) or spontaneously (with characteristic time constant T).
Alternatively, a second photon may induce the transition from the metastable state
to an ionized state with a cross-section, oi. It is this two-photon ionization may be
29
used to produce a track of ions within the TPC.
We define photon flux, b, in terms of the photon count, m, area, A, and pulse
time, T,
m AT (3.1)
so that has units of cm- 2s-'. Further, we denote the density of gas molecules in
the ground, excited, and ionized states as no, ne, and ni respectively and express each
population's time derivative (denoted by priming) in terms of transition rates. For
instance, the no population is decreased by molecules transitioning to the metastable
excited state by photon interaction (at a rate of aeerno) and increased by molecules
transitioning from the metastable excited state either by photon interaction or by
spontaneous decay (at a rate of (eb + r) ne). In this way, we derive the system of
equations[3]
n'(t) = -e O(t) + a+ ) e(t) (3.2)0/i\ -av(t)+ Ono+ 1)n(t
no'(t) = a.eno(t) - (ae + ai + ) ne(t)(33)n,,,, (t) , \  / (3.3)
n'(t) = aijne(t) (3.4)
Since two photons in near simultaneity are required, ionization will be proportional
to the square of the photon flux and an effective second order cross-section, a(2), with
units of Cm
R = 2NVa(2) (3.5)
where N is the number of gas molecules present in the volume, V.
Blum[3] uses the system of differential equations presented in Equations 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.4 to derive a(2) in the limits of small and large pulse durations, finding quadratic
growth in the ion population in the former case and saturation of the ion population
as the unexcited state is emptied in the latter. Assuming saturation does not occur,
he shows
1
ni = -odi2r2 noT2 (3.6)
2
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Hilke[9] presents corrections to Equation 3.6 to yield
ni =nooe (1_ 1 (e bT))ni ai 2 ( (1-eebT)) (3.7)
where b has units of s- 1 and is defined as the rate of transition away from the
metastable excited state
1b = aeq + ai + (3.8)
T
We now consider the volume of space occupied by the laser beam (which can be
imagined as a very narrow cylinder). We may obtain the predicted number of ions
(and therefore free electrons) Ni produced by the laser in the volume V by integrat-
ing Equations 3.6 and 3.7. Dropping constants and introducing, for convenience, a
unitless measure of photon count denoted by I, we find
Ni o JV I2 dV (3.9)
Ni v bT (- (1- bT)) (3.10)
As an alternative to Equation 3.10, we propose a simpler model for the purposes of
easily recording ionization properties of gasses. Drawing from Equation 3.9, we sub-
stitute an unknown exponent m, which must be greater than unity and is presumably
smaller than two for gasses which exhibit two-photon ionization.
Ni o /vIm d (3.11)
We will demonstrate the applicability of Equation 3.10 as well as Equation 3.11 in
modeling laser induced ionization in Ar:CH4 and Ar:CO 2.
In practice, much of the observed ionization induced by the laser is in impurities
which have an ionization energy less than 7.4eV, twice the energy of photons emitted
by the N2 laser. Hubricht, et. al.[11] demonstrate that laser ionization is greatly
diminished in an clean chamber with well filtered gas. Further, they demonstrate
that heating the chamber greatly increases this ionization, indicating that many of
31
a) b)
Figure 3-1: Passage of light through a convex lens modeled using a) geometric optics
and b) gaussian optics.
the easily ionized particles originate in outgassing of the chamber walls. Hilke[9]
lists benzene, toluene, xylene, napthalene, and phenol as organic impurities which
may contribute to laser ionization. Indeed, chambers intended for use with laser
calibration sources may be doped with small levels of such impurities.
3.2 Beam Reduction Optics
Preliminary tests confirm that the available laser beam is incapable of producing
ionization under standard conditions in the TPC. To simulate a charged particle
we require approximately 80 ionizations per cm along the trajectory. Ideally, the
laser could be calibrated against an Fe55 y source, which produces approximately 150
electrons per decay. In order to produce measurable ionization, focusing the beam to
produce regions of high intensity is necessary.
Lasers obey the laws of gaussian optics, so that passing a beam through a convex
lens with focal length f will yield a beam whose width varies hyperbolically and not
linearly as with geometric optics (see Figure 3-1). The result is a narrow waist region
of high intensity. We seek to produce a long and narrow waist, in order to generate
ionization over the instrumented range of the chamber.
For convenience, we define a laser-centric coordinate system in which the beam
lies in the z' direction. All discussion of optics will be done in this coordinate system.
Define the convex lens position as z' = -f, so that the focal point lies at the
origin. If we assume a TEMoo wavefront with a gaussian irradiance distribution given
by
2rt 2
I(r', z) = Ioe W()2 (3.12)
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Figure 3-2: Complete laser optics assembly showing the beam shining through the
TPC.
where w(z') is the width of the beam at which the intensity has fallen to l/e 2 of its
maximum, then for z' > -f, w behaves according to
W(Z') = 1 + I ( 2) (3.13)
with w(z' = 0) = wo and where A is the wavelength of the beam[15]. This waist
represents the narrowest point of the beam and is located at the geometric focal point.
Defining W to be the width of the beam as it enters the convex lens, w(-f) = W,
and solving for the waist width yields
WO -- f (3.14)
We find then that to produce a narrow (and therefore intense) waist, the input beam
to the convex lens should be as wide as possible. From Equation 3.13 we also see, as
is intuitive from geometric optics, that the length of this waist region will increase
with f, although such a choice will increase the waist width wo.
We must therefore enlarge the beam before it enters the focusing lens. For this, we
use a Galilean beam expander, which consists of a concave lens (negative focal length
fi) followed by a convex lens (positive focal length f2) at a distance of f2 - Ifi . This
configuration is identical to that used with geometric optics and yields a magnification
of
.M - f2 (3.15)
The value of M is chosen so that the beam is as large as possible, occupying the full
area of the convex lens, thereby minimizing the waist when an additional convex lens
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is added.
The complete optical assembly, consisting of a Galilean beam expander and a
convex lens with large focal length, is shown in Figure 3-2.
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Chapter 4
Laser Ionization Measurements
We seek to verify the relationships, proposed in Chapter 3, between laser intensity and
the resulting gas ionization for Ar:CH4 90:10 (P10) and Ar:CO2 70:30. We proceed by
recording both laser profiles and actual ionization measurements at several locations
along the optical axis.
4.1 Measuring the Laser Profile
A silicon cell pyroelectric joulemeter (Molectron model J3-05) with a circular aperture
is used to record laser intensity at a point. The joulemeter includes an onboard
amplifier for the response of the pyroelectric crystal, which takes the form
V =(RiRLWin) RTH RLCDRTH -RLCDJ L (4.1)
Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram showing the simple amplifier and peak detector used
with the pyroelectric joulemeter.
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Figure 4-2: The author with the setup for measuring the laser profile. The TPC
(unused for this experiment) is visible at the far right.
in which V is the output voltage, is the absorption constant, Ri is the current
responsivity (in amps per watt), RL is the detector load resistance (in Q), and Wi is
the instantaneous pulse power (in watts). RTH represents a thermal time constant
while RLCD represents an electrical time constant. Since the thermal decay term
dominates, the joulermeter output is effectively an instantaneous signal which decays
exponentially. The peak of this signal may therefore be taken as proportional to T/Ti,
and consequently to the beam intensity, I.
The joulemeter is measured using a simple homemade peak detection circuit shown
in Figure 4-1. Operational amplifiers are used to provide an impedance matching stage
(as the joulemeter requires 50Q termination), a single rail unbiased non-inverting
amplification stage, a buffer stage, and a peak detection stage. The peak detector
is based on an operational amplifier driving a capacitor through a diode. Negative
feedback accounts for the diode's forward voltage. Whenever the input signal is higher
than the capacitor's current voltage, the capacitor charges through the diode, but it
does not discharge when the input is lower. The capacitor voltage is finally read by
an analog to digital converter (ADC) on an Atmega8 microcontroller. A MOSFET
is placed across the terminals of the capacitor and used to zero its voltage after a
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reading is complete. This FET is also controlled by the microcontroller.
The joulemeter is mounted on an optical stage which has been outfitted with step-
per motors to allow two dimensional movement. These stepper motors are operated
by the same microcontroller responsible for joulemeter readings. The entire appara-
tus is placed on an optical rail, so that it may be positioned at various distances from
the laser and lenses.
The microcontroller operates an additional FET which drives the trigger line of the
laser, so that pulses may be produced on demand. The entire assembly is ultimately
controlled by the serial port of a personal computer, using the microcontroller's uni-
versal asynchronous receiver and transmitter (UART) hardware. The PC directs the
microcontroller to move the joulemeter to a new position, reset the peak detector,
fire the laser, and take a joulemeter measurement. A photo of the entire system is
shown in Figure 4-2.
The stepper motors are incremented to sweep out a 5mm by 4mm rectangle in
0.2mm steps. At each location, the ultraviolet laser is pulsed three times and the
joulemeter reading is recorded. Three baseline readings without laser pulses are also
taken at each position. Taking the mean of the measurements and subtracting the
mean of the baseline measurements yields a cross-sectional profile of the laser intensity.
The entire apparatus is then moved 2cm farther from the laser and the procedure is
repeated until 15 cross sections have been produced, as shown in Figure 4-3.
4.2 Measuring the Ionization Profile
A tube-style detector is outfitted with ultraviolet transparent windows, arranged so
that the laser beam may enter and exit the tube without hitting the metal walls of
the tube (see Figure 4-4). The effect of such an impact would include both ionization
electrons produced by the reflected beam and additional electrons due to the photo-
electric effect. The tube is strung with a 25pm wire and flushed with Ar:CH 4 90:10
or Ar:CO 2 70:30. High voltage is applied to the wire and the signal from avalanching
electrons is read on an oscilloscope through a high pass RC filter. The profile mea-
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Figure 4-4: Top and side view of the tube-style detector fitted with ultraviolet trans-
parent windows. The misaligned laser depicted produces both ionization electrons
and undesired photoelectric effect electrons.
surement apparatus is replaced by this tube on the optical rail, so that it too may
be positioned at various distances from the laser and optics. The resulting system is
depicted in Figure 4-5.
The wire signal is recorded for five laser pulses with the tube flushed with either
PIO or Ar:CO 2 70:30 and positioned at various distances from the laser. A voltage
of 1.7kV is applied when the tube is flushed with P10 (Ar:CH 4 90:10) while a higher
voltage of 2.1kV is required when using Ar:CO 2 70:30.
4.3 Analysis
To compensate for the effects of the joulemeter aperture, the profiles depicted in
Figure 4-3 must first be deconvolved with a disk of radius 0.6mm. This is performed
using Matlab's maximum-likelihood blind deconvolution function. By eliminating
the blurring effect of the aperture, this procedure yields an intensity profile closer to
the true profile. The correction is relatively small, producing a correction to beam
width on the order of 10% and redistributing intensity appropriately. The resulting
corrected profiles are used for all subsequent calculations. We denote the deconvolved
array of intensity measurements at distance z' as I,,y, (z'), a discretized approximation
of I(x', y', z').
Integrating over each profile yields a result proportional to the total intensity of
the beam. This integral may be approximated as a sum over the measured array of
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Figure 4-5: Schematic view of the setup for measuring ionization profiles.
intensities. The constancy of this total intensity as the beam focuses validates the
measurements.
= I(x', y', z') dx' dy' I,,(z) (4.2)
',y'
We now turn our attention to predicting ionization using Equations 3.10 and 3.11.
Although the tube occupies a finite amount of space in the z' direction parallel to the
beam, we will neglect variations over this small range. As in Equation 4.2, we will then
approximate the remaining double integral as a sum over a measured cross-section.
Equations 3.10 and 3.11 are thus transformed to respectively yield
Ndl , Y bT ( bTf ( ) (4.3)
Ni
dli OC E7 Ijmy, (4.4)
Z',y
I
We may then perform a non-linear fit for each of the proposed models to map the
array of intensity measurements, I,,y,(z'), to the signal produced in the wire, V(z').
Conducting this fit using Hilke's formula (Equation 3.7) requires three parameters
1 (1 (1-e-bT)
V(z') = ao E I,,y(z bT (4 5)
where
bT = al + a2 (4.6)
Having performed this fit, Figures 4-6 and 4-7 depict measured and predicted ion-
ization in both P10 (Ar:CH 4 90:10) and Ar:CO 2 70:30. In both cases, a slight trend
is observable in the residuals. Although it is not statistically significant, there is
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some indication that a saturation effect is present which is incompletely modeled. As
Nell[16] points out, laser-induced ionization is heavily affected by impurities in the
gas mixture, chamber wall outgassing, and gas filtration.
Fitting to the proposed power-law model governed by Equation 3.11 yields a
constant of proportionality a and the exponent m.
V(z') = a E I,,, (z') (4.7)
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 depict measured and predicted ionization using the best fit value
for m in both P10 (Ar:CH 4 90:10) and Ar:CO 2 70:30. We find that the very simple
power-law model is effective in modeling the ionization. The deduced exponent for
Ar:CH 4 90:10 (P10), m = 1.54 ± 0.04, and that for Ar:CO 2 70:30, m = 1.27 ± 0.06,
are greater than unity and somewhat smaller than the idealized two.
Ar:CH 4 requires a lower drift electric field than does Ar:CO 2, and consequently
has long been used in TPCs. (Following of the work of Joshua Thompson [19], it has
been the primary gas used in this TPC.) Since drift velocity in Ar:CH 4 is lower, there
will also be increased electron diffusion which, as we show in Chapter 5, can improve
the resolution of the cathode pad plane in a TPC. However, the measured ionization
curves, with a higher exponent m, associated with Ar:CH 4, show that laser ionization
is more difficult than it is in Ar:CO2. Consequently, Ar:CO 2 mixtures are advisable
when using a laser track calibration.
We have thus demonstrated that laser-induced ionization is suitable for simulating
charged particle tracks in our environment and that such tracks will extend through
a considerable fraction of the TPC's 30cm length. We have verified that the observed
ionization is consistent with the modified square law of Equation 3.10. Consequently,
we conclude that the free electrons produced by the laser's passage through the gas
are primarily due to two-photon ionizations. Moreover, we have demonstrated the
applicability of the simple power law model, given in Equation 3.11, for the number
of free electrons produced, which may be used to estimate signal variation over the
length of the chamber.
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Figure 4-6: Fitting the recorded laser profiles to the actual ionization seen in Ar:CH4
90:10 (P10) gas using Hilke's model (Equation 3.10). a) Ionization profile measured
with the tube detector, b) Predicted ionization using Hilke's model, c) Actual ioniza-
tion plotted against the prediction.
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Figure 4-7: Fitting the recorded laser profiles to the actual ionization seen in Ar:CO2
70:30 gas using Hilke's model (Equation 3.10). a) Ionization profile measured with
the tube detector, b) Predicted ionization using Hilke's model, c) Actual ionization
plotted against the prediction.
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Figure 4-8: Fitting the recorded laser profiles to the actual ionization seen in Ar:CH4
90:10 (P10) gas using the power law model (Equation 3.11). a) Ionization profile
measured with the tube detector, b) Predicted ionization using Hilke's model, c)
Actual ionization plotted against the prediction.
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Figure 4-9: Fitting the recorded laser profiles to the actual ionization seen in Ar:CO2
70:30 gas using the power law model (Equation 3.11). a) Ionization profile mea-
sured with the tube detector, b) Predicted ionization using Hilke's model, c) Actual
ionization plotted against the prediction.
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Chapter 5
Resolution of the TPC
Measuring the effective resolution of the chamber is eased considerably by the laser
calibration source. The laser may be fired at known and, more importantly, repeatable
positions. A sequence of identical pulses may be used as an indicator of the precision
of the readout, while pulses fired at various elevations from the pad plane may be
used to measure effective resolution as a function of elevation.
5.1 Consistency of the Readout
The laser and TPC are configured as in Figure 3-2. The chamber is flushed with
P10 and the laser is pulsed 208 times. 204 of these firings were successfully recorded
and reconstructed. (Fitting software reported that insufficient data was collected to
properly fit the remaining 4 tracks.) The similarity of the reconstructed tracks (which
should be identical) can be determined by studying the distribution of the trajectory
fit parameters: the entry coordinate and the angular and azimuthal inclinations of
the path. Figure 5-1 depicts these distributions.
From these graphs, one may estimate the resolution of the chamber in the y direc-
tion as 0.4mm. Further, we may estimate the resolution of azimuthal and elevation
angles as 0.1° and 0.05°. While a more rigorous measurement of resolution is pre-
sented in Section 5.3, these preliminary data indicate that, as expected, the effective
resolution is superior to the size of the cathode pads.
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Figure 5-1: Distributions of fit parameters for identical laser pulses, showing the
precision of the readout techniques. a) y coordinate of entry point, b) y coordinate
of exit point, c) Azimuthal angle b, d) Elevation angle . Note that the laser is
positioned approximately 150cm from the TPC, so the observed angular distribution
width of 0.1° would correspond to about 3mm of deviation in the entrance point, if we
assumed the laser to originate at a perfectly fixed point. Since this deviation is not
observed in the entry point, we conclude that the uncertainty in fitting the angular
parameters is greater than that in fitting the entry and exit parameters.
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5.2 Resolution Evaluation
Effective resolution may be determined from the reconstruction of a single laser
pulse[5]. Consider first the resolution in the y direction. The original fit to all col-
lected pad data yields a trajectory defined by an offset in the y direction, Yoful, and
an azimuthal angle, full. For each column (defined to be a series of pads connected
along the y direction) the x-y fitting procedure described in Section 2.3 is repeated
three additional times, as follows. (We consider column i, for convenience.)
A second fit is performed in which only the pad charge distribution measured for
column i is considered and in which X is fixed to oful. This yields a new offset, oi.
After calculating Yoi for all columns, we define
Ay = (Yoi) (5.1)
Next, a fit is performed to all pad data excluding column i, yielding trajectory
parameters yot and 4/. Finally, a second fit to only column i is performed, this time
locking X to ¢. The resulting y offset is notated oi, and we define a second standard
deviation
AY2 = a (oil') (5.2)
We may now calculate the y resolution as the geometric mean of these two standard
deviations
Ay = Ay1 Ay 2 (5.3)
The same procedure is used to calculate the x resolution.
The resolution is calculated in a similar manner, repeating the fit both with
and without each wire data point. In fact, when considering a single wire, the fit is
actually unnecessary; the line passing through a point with a given elevation angle
may easily be calculated directly. As such, only one additional fit must be performed
for each wire-the fit to all wires excluding it.
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5.3 Resolution Measurements
The chamber and laser are again configured as in Figure 3-2, except that the TPC
is now mounted atop a jack so that the laser may pass through the chamber at an
adjustable elevation. Approximately 50 pulses are fired for each of 15 elevations from
the pad plane. The procedure is repeated for P10 (Ar:CH4 90:10) and Ar:CO 2 80:20
(note that this is a different mixture from the Ar:CO2 70:30 used in Chapter 4). For
each pulse, resolution is calculated as in Section 5.2, so that the elevation dependence
of the chamber's effective resolution may be determined.
We are, unfortunately, restricted by the placement of the quartz windows to test
only a single azimuthal angle, . Since the pads are smaller along the y direction and
our effective resolution is derived from transverse electron drift, we conclude that it is
preferential that trajectories lie primarily along the x direction so that electron drift
may occur along the more densely instrumented y direction. The chamber was, in
fact, designed with a preferred direction in mind; the single wire array is also oriented
to favor particles passing in the direction. The windows are located so that the
laser must be aimed in this direction as well, so we expect an excellent y resolution
measurement, while the x measurement will suffer from both the lack of transverse
diffusion and the longer pad widths.
The results are shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. We measure the worst case resolution
for a laser fired through the TPC's windows to be Ax x Ay x Az = 2.4mm x 0.35mm x
0.16mm in Ar:CH 4 90:10 (P10) and Ax x Ay x Az = 1.0mm x 0.38mm x 0.31mm
in Ar:CO 2 80:20.
Because the laser is fired largely along the x direction, geometric effects negatively
impact the x resolution. In fact, a trajectory along the x direction would yield an
infinite Ax since there is no way to localize along the beam. In general,
Ax = 2Ay cot (5.4)
where the leading factor of two represents the ratio of pad width to height. The ratio
of Ax to Ay is well explained in this way in the case of Ar:CH4. Unfortunately, the
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observed Ay in Ar:CO 2 is not superior to that of Ar:CH4, as Ax is. The reason for
this is not well understood at this time.
Figure 5-3 reveals a discrepancy between the Az measurements for Ar:CH4 and
Ar:CO 2. This effect is rooted in the slower drift velocity present in Ar:CH4, as shown
in Figure 2-7. The increased drift times are more precisely measured, yielding a net
improvement in Az.
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Chapter 6
Summary
The use of a focused ultraviolet laser for testing and calibration of a time projection
chamber has proved successful. The technique may be used as a test of the operation
of the chamber, a verification of the regression algorithms, and a calibration source.
By measuring cross-section profiles of the focused laser and comparing to the ion-
ization produced in a tube-style detector, we have confirmed the expected dampened
square law dependence of the free electron population on the laser photon flux in
Ar:CH 4 90:10 and Ar:CO2 70:30. Further, we have demonstrated the applicability of
a power law relationship and find exponents for both gasses to be between unity and
two, as expected.
By pulsing the laser repeatedly at several elevations, the effective resolution of
the chamber was calculated. The resulting resolution is, as expected, superior to the
relatively low resolution of the cathode pad plane itself, demonstrating the benefit of
electron drift transverse to the laser track.
Given this success, we find that the laser ionization technique is applicable to the
problems of testing gas-type particle detectors, including large volume time projection
chambers, such as those proposed for the International Linear Collider and Large
Hadron Collider.
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